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CHRISTIAN HOME EMBELLISHMENTS. 

We have a choice assortment of Scripture and Motto Text Cards 

of our own importation from London. Some are of dark red and dark 

green color, assorted shapes and sizes, embossed with silver lettering 

and with hanging cords; others on light tinted cards with flowers or 

other illumination, etc. The mottoes are too numerous to specify but 

all good. The prices range from five cents to twenty cents each: and 

these prices are considerably less than the usual. 

Another drawback has been the difficulty in preparing small 

quantities for mail, so as to prevent their getting damaged. We believe 

we can best surmount all these difficulties by putting them up in $1.00 

packages as follows: – 

2 mottoes dark, 5c each.................. .10 

2    "    light, 5c "  .................. .10 

2    "    dark, 10c "  .................. .20 

3    "      "   20c "  .................. .60 

2 "To Us the Scriptures Teach"........... .10 

2 Text Easels, 2c each................... .04 

4 Text Cards............................. .08 

Total....................................1.22 

Postage and packing free. 

We will put these up in four different 

– A,B,C,D, – 

assortments, so that persons ordering more than one package need 

not get duplicates except the fifth item. If you order more than one 

package and want variety, say so. 

Importing these ourselves and saving jobbers' profits and saving 

time, etc., by packing them in this way, we can afford to supply these 
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bundles for the price named, one dollar. We would not offer them were 

we not sure that our readers will appreciate them and thank us for 

bringing them to their attention. The card marked above, "To Us the 

Scriptures Clearly Teach," is our own get up, of rose pink color printed 

in maroon ink, size 11x14 inches, with silk cord hanger. On one side 

is the statement which appears at top of page 2 of each WATCH 

TOWER in good sized type. It is a statement of Bible faith which none 

need feel ashamed of; and which should be seen in the homes of all 

WATCH TOWER readers. We have gotten out a large quantity and 

can therefore supply them very cheaply, – at five cents each (plus five 

cents for tube and postage). In lots of 20 for $1.00 postage free. 
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